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Secret menu of The Crossroads Cafe
It’s public knowledge that
the Deerfield Crossroads Cafe (yes,
this is the official name of the caf) recently added a “popcakes” machine.
But what you may not know is that
a new underground menu has also
emerged. Depending on the time the
caf starts serving breakfast and which
day you show up, there may be more
options. We at the Flipside entered the
caf and attempted to uncover these
secret items hidden behind all of the
smoothies, cookies, and pancakes.
Here and only here will you find a full
and complete list of all of the items on
this menu (except the ones that we forgot about).
Monster Cake
Cost: $4.92
Do you want to feel bad
about yourself right after you just had
a nutrition talk with your coach the day
before? Then the Monster Cake is for
you! Unlike most of the items in the caf,
the Monster Cake is overpriced, incredibly fattening, and doesn’t taste very
good. It consists of caf cookies stuffed
inside a caf cake in a cup with lime
sherbet to top it all off. If you would like
it to come on a plate, it will be an extra
$.99.

Supreme Sandwich
Cost: $5.83
I know all of you are just
craving to die young, and that is what
the supreme sandwich is made for! The
supreme sandwich is a cheeseburger

Everyone knows about the Bosco
Sticks. But what else does the ‘caf ’
have to offer?
stacked on top of a chicken patty on top
of two hot dogs on top of a regular burger. Don’t forget every topping imaginable is on this bad boy that has a bagel
bun that sits on top. Don’t worry! If you
don’t feel like going into the caf, since
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this is essentially made from plastic, it
won’t expire in the vending machines
either!
Caf Sushi
Cost: $15.32
The most expensive item on
this list but nonetheless the most amazing. Caf sushi is an extremely unique
delicacy. Instead of regular white rice,
spanish rice is used in the roll. Instead
of seaweed wrap, it uses popcakes.
And because of a lack of fish, the caf
obviously uses ground up spicy chicken. Hot cheeto bits sprinkled on top
complete this dish.
A Sack of Lower
Cost: $13.00
This item is only available
for a limited time. While there is really
no food inside of the brown paper bag,
it costs $13.00 to Instagram a picture
of it. Don’t fret, it also comes with Caf
Coffee, which is like Starbucks, though
it comes in less controversial cups.
Note: the only way to access these
items is to enter the caf without an ID
and form a ten-minute-long line culminating in a security guard who demands an ID. The caf accepts Monopoly money, Canadian dollars, and souls.
Eat at your own risk.

Student sees grade on chemistry
final; spontaneously combusts
in a mix of anger and sadness
(p.3).

DJ Khaled to become SC
Khaled after Snapchat career takes off (p.4).

-Andrew Devedjian

The Sandman Finds Himself Unemployed as Students Sleep Less
For
those
who do not know, The
Sandman is a mythological being, similar to
The Tooth Fairy, who
puts people to sleep
and gives them happy
dreams with his magic
sand. However, the big
S is finding it hard to
continue with his job
due to record-low levels
of student sleeping.
“I
remember these kids,” Sandman fondly reminisces.
“I used to put them to
sleep every night when
they were little, but now
they never actually go to
bed. Between the thousands of hours of shows
and movies on Netflix
for them to watch all

night and their friends
all staying up and texting, I’ve almost been
completely replaced.
“It’s especially
bad around this time,”
he added, “because the
kids never sleep. They
study, they eat, and they
go to school. Of course,
their sports are still going, so they cannot
physically finish their
homework before bedtime because they get
home so late.
“And if they do
sleep, it is most definitely not my work. I give
people happy dreams,
but all these kids do is
have nightmares about
college rejection letters
and their chemistry fi-

nals.
“It’s a commission job,
so I’ve been struggling
to make ends meet for
a while, but this last

Donald Trump plans to
lost your job, do you have new currency develhave any plans for what oped if elected (p.9).

you are going to do?”
“Well,
I’m
never completely out
of work. I bet you there
are a lot of people who
would want to put
someone to sleep. But
right now I’m focused
on trying to win the lottery. Have you seen that
The Sandman is now thing? Sweet, right?”
searching for new work.
The Sandman
then disapparated into
thin air, his interview
month it was just im- complete. Unfortunatepossible to keep going. I ly, I never got to ask him
filed for unemployment what the Tooth Fairy
benefits yesterday.”
was doing with all those
“Wow, that’s teeth.
bad,” I sympathized
- Joey Balke
with the Mythological
Entity. “Now that you’ve

Corrections

In last issue, we reported that
stop signs were just suggestions. According to the law, we
were wrong. We also apologize
for any harm this may have
caused anyone.
It was revealed that the
Flipside often contains many
typos. Consider this a correction of all of them.
In last issue’s front page article
on finals, we reported that it
helps to stay up until 3 in the
morning the day before your
final as long as you haven’t
studied before. We were incorrect; it only helps to stay up
that late if you enjoy sleeping
through your final.

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, and then give your copy of The
Flipside to Evan Fischoff. The first person to find him with a correctly solved puzzle will receive a stern look.

Alternate Universe Update: Flipside continues to publish Quote of the Week. Also, students
stop complaining about homework and actually do it.

REBUS PUZZLES
-->Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

A Flipside Un-Original Meme

thewaitingwings
Year

beat beat beat
beat

Year

Bush beat

beat beat beat

Puzzles By Evan Fischoff

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the
message or quote below. HINT: A becomes B

“ZYD BIA VYRUWC UE ZYD OBGA LBHA WY LURXBQAR. ZYD ROYDVH MVBZ B HUEEAIAWX CBLA.”
- CIBLLBXUBVVZ NYIIANX ZYHB
You!! Yes, You. We, at the Flipside, are looking for new writers, puzzle-makers, poll makers, and just makers in general!
If you are a maker, and you would like to get involved, please contact Evan Fischoff or Jessica Chen at 161fischoffe@
student.dist113.org or 161chenj@student.dist113.org. Thank you for reading the Flipside!

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has
the numbers 1 through 9.

LEVEL: Your Physics Final

Flipside Fun Facts
This is a list of fun facts that are by no
means credible by any standard whatsoever. Enjoy!
O- The Sudoku is done by 37% of students during
their first two periods of the day.
O- 37 is the greatest number ever created.
O- The Rebus puzzles are the most popular, and almost always have a hidden message overall.
O- You went back to check the puzzles to see if they
had a message, didn’t you?
O- There really is no hidden message.
O- 6% of Flipside readers are hippopotamuses
O- The other 94% have nothing better to be, so they
read the Flipside.

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. We appologize for any material
that be may offending; that is not our intention.

A special thanks to Joey Balke and Andrew Devedjian for their contributions to this issue. A thanks as well to Jessica Chen for continuing the awesome Dhsflipside.com. This edition’s editor was Evan Fischoff.

